Statement of Interest

Name
Fred Baker

Affiliation and Current Position
ISC Board member

Relevant Qualifications
My qualifications include 30 years working on Internet technologies, including five years as the Chair of the IETF and six as a member of the Internet Architecture Board. While I have not worked directly on DNS-related topics, I have worked on a number of topics (and published about 60 RFCs) on topics related to the Internet. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fred_Baker_(IETF_chair)

Motivation for Membership in the Caucus
My reason for wanting to be involved in the Caucus is my new role in the RSSAC itself, which encourages me to understand DNS and the businesses and technology surrounding it.

Indication of Availability
I am available to serve on the RSSAC as long as ISC wants me to.

Formal Roles and Interests in the Work of RSSAC
Contractor to ISC representing F Root on the RSSAC